
Taihan Precision Technology Co., Ltd.
Mold design and manufacturing, plastic injection molding, 

surface treatment, and assembly 

Established in 1987 as a mold designer and manufacturer, Taihan Precision Technology Co., Ltd. has 

always placed top priority on customers and quality. The company’s consistent provision of superb 

products and services has built it solid reputation among customers in Taiwan and overseas.

With quality and service assured by ISO-9001 and ISO-14001 certification, Taihan provides full-

process production services including mold design and manufacturing, plastic injection molding, 

finishing, and assembly, making it an ideal one-stop shop that effectively controls lead time and 

production costs.

The company focuses on exports, having built up long-term partnerships with major Japanese 

brands and Taiwanese-invested enterprises that offer systematic assembly. Its operations are backed 

by a team of seasoned, specialized technicians from Taiwan, China, and Japan as well as by high-

precision, highly stable Japanese machinery and equipment.

To integrate its supply chain vertically with the aim of providing prompt technical support and better 

customer service, Taihan has set up subsidiaries in Dongguan and Kunshan, China; Haiyang Province, 

Vietnam; and Lima, the Philippines. These subsidiaries provide full-process production that directly 

meets the needs of customers in their regions.

The company claims the in-depth knowledge of material properties, outstanding R&D capability, 

and precision processing techniques it needs to turn out tooling with high precision and stability. It 

designs molds with plastic extrusion in mind to ensure that they will secure highly efficient, defect-

free production.

Taihan also provides coating, printing, and NCVM (non-conductive vacuum metallization), among 

other types of surface treatment, in accordance with customers’ requests. Enquiries for further details 

are welcome, and will be given immediate attention.

Taihan Precision Technology Co., Ltd.
No. 12, Wuquan 6th Rd., Wugu Dist., New Taipei City, 

Taiwan

Tel: 886-2-2290-2258

Fax: 886-2-2290-4848

E-mail: service@thpt.com.tw

Website: www.thpt.com.tw
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